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ABSTRACT

418

The optimization of select-project-join (SPJ) queries entails two
major challenges: (i) finding a good join order and (ii) selecting
the best-fitting physical join operator for each single join within
the chosen join order. Previous work mainly focuses on the computation of a good join order, but leaves open to which extent the
physical join operator selection accounts for plan quality. Our analysis using different query optimizers indicates that physical join
operator selection is crucial and that none of the investigated query
optimizers reaches the full potential of optimal operator selections.
To unlock this potential, we propose TONIC, a novel cardinality
estimation-free extension for generic SPJ query optimizers in this
paper. TONIC follows a learning-based approach and revises operator decisions for arbitrary join paths based on learned query
feedback. To continuously capture and reuse optimal operator selections, we introduce a lightweight yet powerful Query Execution Plan
Synopsis (QEP-S). In comparison to related work, TONIC enables
transparent planning decisions with consistent performance improvements. Using two real-life benchmarks, we demonstrate that
extending existing optimizers with TONIC substantially reduces
query response times with a cumulative speedup of up to 2.8x.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Query optimization of arbitrary select-project-join (SPJ) queries has
been a core research topic for decades, but it is still far from being
solved [7, 26]. According to [6], the most challenging issues for
the optimization of complex SPJ queries are: (i) finding a good join
order and (ii) selecting the best-fitting physical join implementation
for each join within the chosen join order. A textbook query optimizer solves these challenges using three modules: First, the plan
enumerator which spans – according to the relational algebra – the
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Figure 1: Join-Order-Benchmark: Cumulative query response times (also denoted as benchmark response time) for
two different optimizers and three physical operator selection methods. For more details see Section 2.
search space of all possible query execution plans (QEPs). Second,
the cost model to assess the cost of any given query execution plan
prior to its execution. And third, the cardinality estimator which
delivers the size of intermediate results as most crucial input to the
cost model. However, achieving reliable and accurate cardinality estimates for arbitrary joins with acceptable overhead is and remains
an open challenge [27].
Despite many years of research and to the best of our knowledge,
no clear understanding has evolved yet to which extent the selection
of physical join operators accounts for the plan quality of complex
SPJ queries. In line with recent work [4, 9, 14, 29], we conducted a
comprehensive experimental analysis using a recent open-source
PostgreSQL. In our evaluation, we ran the Join-Order-Benchmark
(JOB) [25] with different join orders and fine-grained physical operator selections. To determine different good join orders, we utilized
the textbook-oriented built-in PostgreSQL optimizer denoted as
Postgres Vanilla (PV ) and, for instance, an alternative optimizer
based on an upper bound called Postgres Simplicity (PS) [14].
We first executed the determined QEPs using only hash joins
for each JOB query. As demonstrated in Figure 1, the resulting
benchmark response times (execution and planning) are quite different due to different join orders, this leads to the conclusion that
the join order is essential for SPJ query optimization. This effect
is reinforced when physical optimization is also considered. In
addition to the join order, the traditional Postgres optimizer PV
natively selects physical join operators according to the estimated
join cardinalities. Executing PV’s native join orders and operator
selections significantly reduces the query response times as shown
in Figure 1. However, the overall benchmark response time is still
greater than for PS with the restriction to hash joins. Due to the
upper bound (overestimation) for intermediate result sizes, PS lacks
a fine-grained operator selection and relies on hash joins.
To analyze the potential of optimal operator selections, we executed the following steps for PV and PS: (i) determine the join
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Figure 2: Case-Based-Reasoning Life-Cycle.
order for each JOB query, (ii) systematically execute each join order
with all possible physical operator combinations, and (iii) extract
the optimal operator choices for the executions with the lowest run
times. Then, we ran the join orders of PV and PS with the optimal
operator selection determined previously. As indicated in Figure 1,
the optimal selection has a decisive impact as benchmark response
times are reduced by a factor of 2.5 to 2.8 compared to an execution
with the native operator selections. Most importantly, we observe
that the different join orders of PV and PS with their respective
optimal physical operator assignments lead to a similar JOB run
time. Thus, we may conclude that the physical operator selection
really matters and leaves room for improvement.
Contribution: This paper presents a lightweight learning-based
physical execuTiOn plaN refInement Component called TONIC to
turbo-charge QEPs with learned physical join operator selections.
TONIC bootstraps an existing cost model and learns from previous
query executions. TONIC is explicitly designed to augment any relational query optimizer. The input of TONIC is a QEP determined
by a generic optimizer, while the output is a QEP with the same join
order but with learned physical operator selections. To solve the
selection problem within TONIC, we apply Case-Based-Reasoning
(CBR), a well-established paradigm in the area of artificial intelligence. As illustrated in Figure 2, the core of CBR is the case base,
which is a collection of previously made and stored solutions called
cases. Transferred to TONIC, the case base is a collection of already
executed join orders with a summary of the exact costs for the available physical join operators. In particular, a case based reasoner
solves new problems by reusing solutions from cases in the case
base. For this purpose, one or several relevant cases are collected
(RETRIEVE-stage). Once a similar case is selected, the solution is
adapted to solve the current problem (REUSE-stage). Transferred to
TONIC, we match the join order of a new QEP with join orders of
previous QEPs and assign physical join operators according to the
stored solutions. Finally, when a new solution to the new problem
is found (REVISE-stage), the new solution is stored in the case base
(RETAIN-stage), thus reflecting the learning behavior. Transferred
to TONIC, costs of physical join operators are computed and stored
after query execution when exact cardinalities of intermediate results are known. Advantages of the CBR concept are: (i) no need
for an elaborate training phase for initialization and (ii) continuous learning to adapt to new circumstances. However, challenges
are: (i) defining the problem statement for CBR, (ii) organizing the
case base to quickly find similar prior problem solutions, and (iii)
adapting the prior solution to fit new needs.
Outline. To present TONIC, the remainder of the paper is structured as follows: We start with a problem statement using an experimental analysis to investigate the effect of physical operator
selection on fixed join orders in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe
our execuTiOn plaN refInement Component (TONIC) to turbo-charge
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QEPs with near-optimal operator choices. In particular, we introduce a novel Query Execution Plan Synopsis (QEP-S) as main ingredient of TONIC. While Section 3 gives a general overview of TONIC,
Section 4 details different design considerations for the query execution plan synopsis. In Section 5, we evaluate TONIC in combination
with different query optimizers and two real-life datasets. To show
the effectiveness and applicability of TONIC, we also provide a
detailed comparison to a recent machine learning approach. We
further highlight interesting results and implications of our work
for future research. After discussing related work in Section 6, we
conclude the paper with a short summary in Section 7.

2

PHYSICAL JOIN OPERATORS MATTER

To demonstrate the effect of physical operator selections on plan
quality for complex SPJ queries, we present results of an exhaustive experimental evaluation based on the popular Join-OrderBenchmark (JOB) [25]. JOB comprises 113 analytical queries with
multiple joins and different complex filter predicates over real-world
data that covers various challenges such as varying distinct values,
correlation, and skew with a total size of 10GiB. To test a diversity of
query plans – in particular join orders – and to simultaneously evaluate the impact of cardinality estimation, we investigate different
query optimizer designs using: (1) fast but error-prone cardinality
estimates, e.g., based on standard histograms, (2) costly but precise
cardinality estimates, e.g., based on machine learning or sketch
building, and (3) cardinality estimation-free join enumeration. In
particular, we use the following instances as representatives:
(1) Postgres Vanilla (v9.6 / v12.4): A vanilla installation of the
open-source disk-centric row store PostgreSQL [36].
(2) Postgres Sketch (v9.6): An instance, modified by Cai et al. [4]
that provides precise cardinality estimates. It is publicly available at [12]. Based on the precise estimates, Postgres determines the join order and physical operator selection.
(3) Postgres Simplicity (v9.6 / v12.4 ): Postgres Vanilla enhanced
with the simplistic upper bound approach of [14] without
fine-grained physical operator selections.
To assess the effect of physical join operator decisions, we keep
the logical join order fixed and only substitute physical join operators. In particular, given the query execution plan of a generic
optimizer, we compare the optimizer’s native plan (native) to (i) an
equivalent plan only using hash joins (hash) and (ii) to an equivalent plan with optimal physical operator selections (optimal). The
optimal selections are determined by exhaustive execution of all
possible operator combinations. Moreover, the restriction to (index)
nested loop joins is not considered as multiple plans did not finish in
this case – despite providing foreign-key and primary-key indices.
We run all queries after a warm-up phase on a 64-bit Linux machine
with a single-socket Intel Core i7-6700 CPU, 16GiB of main memory,
and SSD storage. To force the execution of a particular physical
join operator selection, we use the pg_hint_plan extension [10] and
SQL hints described in [14] to bypass logical join reordering.

2.1

Results

Table 1 comprises the cumulative query response time for all 113
JOB queries using different query optimizers and different physical
operator selections alternatives. Since Sketch is only available on

Table 1: Cumulative query response times using different query optimizers and different physical plan alternatives (hash
restricted, native, and optimal). The relative speedup compares the native and optimal operator selection.
Vanilla (v12.4)
Simplicity (v12.4)
Vanilla (v9.6)
Simplicity (v9.6)
Sketch (v9.6)

individual speed-up [s]

native operator selection

optimal operator selection

relative speedup

418s
253s
641s
658s
622s (+1325s planning)

296s
253s
did not finish
658s
252s (+1325s planning)

102s
102s
191s
244s
167s (+1325s planning)

2.8x
2.5x
∞
2.7x
1.5x (1.1x with planning)
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Figure 3: Distribution of sub-optimal planning decisions showing the effect of good physical operator selections.
Postgres v9.6, we report the results of Vanilla and Simplicity using
both, a recent Postgres instance (v12.4), and Postgres v9.6 as well.
Moreover, as Sketch imposes a substantial planning overhead, we
break out the planning time for this approach. With regard to
Table 1, Figure 3 indicates the distribution of sub-optimal planning
decisions for physical join operators. The individual queries are
sorted according to their time difference in comparison to their hash
join restricted plan equivalent for (i) using the native optimizer’s
operator selection and (ii) using the optimal operator selection.
While query plans of the red area execute faster with the restriction
to hash joins, the green area represents native plans that outperform
their hash join restricted equivalent. The blue gap indicates the
missed potential with respect to the optimal operator selection.
Postgres Vanilla. While a recent Postgres (v12.4) achieves decent query response times for JOB, using an older version (v9.6)
fails to execute JOB within a 1h time limit (cf. Table 1). However,
by limiting the physical execution to hash joins, the benchmark
completes, showcasing the implications of sub-optimal operator
selections. Comparing the hash join restricted and native plans,
we observe that as many as 20% of the queries execute significantly faster when avoiding loop joins completely (cf. red area in
Figure 3a). The distribution of potential time savings due to the optimal operator selection (cf. dashed line in Figure 3a) shows that all
113 benchmark queries benefit from the revised operator selection.
Substituting the native operator selections with the optimal join
operators reveals a significant speed-up of factor 2.8x.
Sketch. The sketch-based approach of Cai et al. [4] captures
data correlations and provides high-quality estimates for intermediate result sizes (cardinalities). As a result, Sketch performs close
to the optimal operator selection. We observe that less than 10%
of the native plans execute marginally faster when avoiding loop
joins completely (cf. Figure 3b). However, as reported in Table 1,
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online sketch building imposes a substantial planning overhead
that exceeds plan execution time by a factor of more than 6x. Unfortunately, such serious planning overhead renders this approach
impractical for queries requiring plenty of joins. Despite the highquality estimates, a marginal speed-up of 1.1x with planning time
and 1.5x without planning time can be achieved when using the
optimal selection of join operators across all queries.
Simplicity. The Simplicity strategy reflects a lightweight upper
bound approach to minimize the risk of disastrous planning decisions. The bound calculation only requires the selectivity of base
table filter expressions and basic frequency counts (top-k statistics).
Besides using a generic greedy enumeration for n:m joins, Simplicity considers 1:n joins as special filters as they may shrink but never
expand the size of the foreign key table. Similar to the push down of
regular filters, 1:n joins are prioritized over the potentially expanding n:m joins. In line with the upper bound n:m join enumeration,
Simplicity heavily relies on hash joins as they generally outperform
loop joins given large intermediate results [42]. Thus, there is no
difference between the native and the hash join restricted plan (cf.
Table 1). Accordingly, Figure 3c only highlights the difference to
the optimal operator selection. This distribution of potential time
savings demonstrates that a significant speed-up requires good
operator selection across all queries instead of optimizing single
outliers. Overall, comparing the native (hash restricted) plans to
the optimal operator assignment reveals a substantial speed-up of
factor 2.5x that is missed due to the simplistic operator selection.

2.2

Lesson Learned

Our experimental analysis exhaustively tested the execution plans
of three different query optimizers while systematically substituting the native physical operator selections for JOB. By comparing
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Figure 4: TONIC‘s case base: QEP-S trie.
the response times of the hash join restricted plans of each optimizer, we see the implications of different join orders produced by
the optimizers. Moreover, while the fast but error-prone cardinality estimates of Vanilla v12.4 result in better operator selections
than purely relying on hash joins, Vanilla v9.6 proposes plans that
cannot be executed within the given time limit. In contrast, Sketch
showcases that high-quality cardinality estimates achieve operator
combinations that perform close to the optimal operator selection.
However, these accurate estimates often entail substantial overheads. Moreover, our results show that good operator selection
matters and usually requires accurate cardinality estimates. Still,
none of the considered optimizers fully reaches the potential of optimal operator selections. By applying the optimal operator selection
to the native plans, the cumulative JOB response times land in the
same ballpark, regardless of the join ordering concept. Providing
the lightweight optimizers (Vanilla, Simplicity) with optimal operator selections achieves a speed-up between 2.5x and 2.8x compared
to the native operator selections. On the one hand, we observe that
good join operator selections can substantially improve single long
running queries. For instance, the Vanilla (v12.4) QEP of query 19d
executes in 138s in the hash restricted scenario. In case of Vanilla,
this is as much as 30% of the cumulative response time of all 113
benchmark queries. Turbo-charging query 19d with the optimal
operator selection reduces the response time from 138s to 8s. On
the other hand, all Simplicity query plans execute in less than 10s.
Still, running the turbo-charged QEPs of Simplicity, the benchmark
executes more than twice as fast as with the native plans.

3

TONIC OVERVIEW

To turbo-charge QEPs with optimal operator selections, we propose
TONIC, a novel learning-based physical execuTiOn plaN refInement
Component that replaces cardinality estimation with collected empirical data. The core idea of TONIC is to continuously learn and
reuse the exact costs of physical join operator alternatives. The
exact costs are determined after query execution, allowing optimal
physical join operator selections. TONIC’s assumption is that different SPJ queries share join orders such that optimal physical join
operator selections of previous queries can be reused. To realize
that, Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) as introduced in Section 1, is the
perfect foundation of TONIC.

3.1

Case Base: Query Execution Plan Synopsis

As illustrated in Figure 2, CBR requires a case base storing target
problems and their experienced solutions. As target problem for
our TONIC reasoner, we define the join order given by a generic
query optimizer (e.g., extracted from the determined QEP for an
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SPJ query). Accordingly, the solution of the target problem requires
the selection of optimal physical join operators for the given join
order to minimize the cost or query response time, respectively.
To enable an efficient case base representation for TONIC, we
introduce the concept of a Query Execution Plan Synopsis (QEP-S)
that captures core characteristics of query execution plans in a
concise data structure. In particular, QEP-S is a prefix tree (trie) that
reflects arbitrary join orders from multiple query execution plans.
Since join orders already comply with a tree-like structure, we build
the QEP-S as a trie where nodes represent tables or intermediate
results and edges represent the respective joins. Additionally, each
QEP-S node T stores a cost summary 𝐶 T for different physical
operator implementations – e.g., nested loop (nlj) and hash join
(hash) – for joining table T with the join intermediate result that
combines all tables in the node’s prefix. Thus, the cost summary
at every node sketches multiple query execution plans of previous
queries that share join orders to some extent. Based on previous
executions, we are able to reuse already existing QEP-S prefixes to
select physical join operators of minimal cost for new queries.
Figure 4 showcases the prefix recycling for the join orders of
four query plans. As the result set of 𝑅 ⊲⊳ 𝑆 is the first intermediate
result of (𝑅 ⊲⊳ 𝑆) ⊲⊳ 𝑈 , both join orders share the same prefix. In
the shown example, 𝐶𝑇 is the cost summary for the join 𝑆 ⊲⊳ 𝑇 ,
which stores the sum of costs for different join operators from
previous query executions. Given 𝐶𝑇 , we can identify the physical
join operator of minimal cost that we reuse for the first intermediate
result of (𝑆 ⊲⊳ 𝑇 ) ⊲⊳ 𝑈 and (𝑆 ⊲⊳ 𝑇 ) ⊲⊳ 𝑉 .

3.2

Life-Cycle Overview

Next, we apply QEP-S as TONIC’s case base following the general
CBR life cycle. Starting with an empty QEP-S, TONIC continuously
copies the join order of each executed query and annotates it with
the cost of each physical join operator alternative. Figure 5 gives an
overview of TONIC’s operation mode, consisting of the four stages
of Case-Based-Reasoning:
1 RETRIEVE: In the first stage, TONIC receives the execution
○
plan of a new SPJ query determined by a generic query optimizer,

SELECT * FROM R
JOIN S ON (R.a = S.b)
JOIN T ON (T.c = S.d)
JOIN U ON (U.e = T.f);
R:

NLJ

Hash

Cost Feedback

>
S:[195,98] � Hash Join
>
T:[53,42] � Hash Join
<
U:[12,125] � NL Join

(a) 1st query: build initial QEP-S

SELECT
JOIN
JOIN
JOIN
R:

*
S
T
U

NLJ

FROM R
ON (R.a = S.b AND S.y = x)
ON (T.c = S.d)
ON (U.e = T.f);
Hash

Cost Feedback

SELECT
JOIN
JOIN
JOIN

*
S
V
W
R:

U:[12+9,125+86] � NL Join

(b) 2nd query: conflict at node T

NLJ

Hash

Feedback

S:[287+195,179+98]

S:[195+92,98+81] � Hash Join
<
T:[53+11,42+39] � NL Join

FROM R
ON (R.a = S.b)
ON (V.c = S.d)
ON (W.e = V.f);

V:[44,37]
W:[14,17]

T:[64,81]
U:[21,211]

(c) 3rd query: add new branch

Figure 6: Detailed Example of the QEP-S Life-Cycle. Join orders are depicted by the explicit join syntax.
extracts the join order and searches for the longest prefix match
within the QEP-S to find the most similar case.
2 REUSE: In the second stage it will be tried to use the retrieved
○
prefix for solving the operator selection for the new QEP. The physical join operators that resulted in the lowest cost in previous executions are selected for each node (join) in the retrieved prefix. Then,
we overwrite the given execution plan with the selected operators
for matching joins and keep the default optimizer’s operator selections for the remaining joins. Afterward, the re-optimized query
execution plan is executed.
3 REVISE: After query execution, the actual sizes of join inter○
mediate results as feedback from the execution engine are available.
In the third stage, we use the actual join cardinalities as input for
the default optimizer’s cost model to determine the cost of every
physical join operator alternative. Based on the cost feedback, we
revise the operator decisions of the previous stage.
4 RETAIN: After retrieving the exact costs for each join and
○
each physical operator alternative of the refined QEP, we integrate
the adjusted solution into QEP-S in the fourth stage. For existing
prefixes, we only add the determined cost feedback to the corresponding QEP-S nodes. If the considered join order includes joins
that are not yet represented by a QEP-S prefix, we extend an existing QEP-S branch or add a new branch to the trie where we store
the determined operator costs to derive new solutions. Thus, this
stage represents the learning phase.
To sum up, TONIC builds and continuously maintains a lightweight query execution plan synopsis (QEP-S) which is used to
turbo-charge execution plans with learned physical join operator
selections of previous, similar plans.

3.3

Example Walk Through

As query optimizers are commonly challenged with the choice
between hash- and index nested loop joins, we use these physical
join operator variants as a running example. However, our QEP-S
case base can capture an arbitrary number of operator alternatives,
e.g., different hash join or sort-merge join implementations [37].
Figure 6 illustrates the evolution of the QEP-S case base for three
query plans. For ease of reading, we assume that the join orders of
the query execution plans correspond to the join orders given in
the explicit SQL syntax. Let ((𝑅 ⊲⊳ 𝑆) ⊲⊳ 𝑇 ) ⊲⊳ 𝑈 be the join order
of tables 𝑅, 𝑆,𝑇 , 𝑈 . Starting from an empty trie, we execute every
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join according to the default optimizer’s decisions. After query
execution, TONIC uses the actual join cardinalities to initialize the
QEP-S with the cost of all available join operator alternatives.
As Figure 6a depicts, the corresponding QEP-S node of 𝑇 stores
the operator costs 𝑐𝑛𝑙 𝑗 (𝐼 1 ⊲⊳ 𝑇 ), 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ (𝐼 1 ⊲⊳ 𝑇 ), where 𝐼 1 is the intermediate result 𝑅 ⊲⊳ 𝑆, 𝑐𝑛𝑙 𝑗 the cost function of a nested loop join,
and 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ the cost function of a hash join. Analogous to traditional
query optimization, TONIC searches for the operator sequence that
minimizes the combined cost, e.g., minCost = 98 + 42 + 12 for using
a hash join for 𝐼 1 , 𝐼 2 = 𝐼 1 ⊲⊳ 𝑇 , and a loop join for 𝐼 3 = 𝐼 2 ⊲⊳ 𝑈 .
As illustrated by Figure 6b, adding a filter condition to the first
query may still result in the same join order. However, the optimal
operator selection now requires a loop join for 𝐼 1 ⊲⊳ 𝑇 instead of a
hash join due to the filter selectivity. To decide which operator to
recommend, TONIC keeps adding the cost of operator alternatives
for each execution of a particular join path. Thus, rather than capturing optimal individual join operator selections, the plain QEP-S
design captures operator selections that are – based on the current
workload – considered most efficient for an abstract join order.
Figure 6c depicts another query that continues the existing prefix R-S by joining 𝑉 ,𝑊 . Since the prefix R-S is already contained,
TONIC explicitly uses the QEP-S to recommend a hash join. Thus,
although the join order of the third query is not yet fully contained
in the QEP-S, we can still exploit the operator recommendation of
the already existing prefix. As the prefixes R-S-V and R-S-V-W have
not yet been considered, TONIC implicitly falls back to the default
optimzer’s operator selections for 𝐼 2′ = 𝐼 1 ⊲⊳ 𝑉 , 𝐼 3′ = 𝐼 2′ ⊲⊳ 𝑊 . After
query execution, the respective cost feedback for 𝐼 2′, 𝐼 3′ is stored in
a new branch V-W under the existing prefix R-S.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the QEP-S’ life-cycle as foundation of
our Case-Based-Reasoning selection strategy. Given the logical join
order from the underlying optimizer, we traverse the join order
while searching for corresponding QEP-S nodes (Line 3-15). For
the operator recommendation, we distinguish the following cases:
If the prefix does not contain at least two tables, there is no join
and therefore no operator selection (Line 14-15). If the join path
considered so far does not match any existing QEP-S prefix, we
initialize a new QEP-S node and fall back to the operator selection
of the underlying query optimizer (Line 7-12). Otherwise, we reuse
an existing QEP-S prefix and apply the operator with the minimal
associated cost for the join (Line 15). After executing the query

Algorithm 1: QEP-S life-cycle
Input: logical join order logicalPlan, plan synopsis QEP-S
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21

/* retrieve and reuse
initialize empty prefix;
QNode = root node of QEP-S;
while logicalPlan.hasNode() do
nextNode = logicalPlan.nextNode();
nextId = nextNode.identifier;
add nextId to prefix;
if not QEP-S.contains(prefix) then
initialize new QEP-S node newQNode;
newQNode.identifier = nextId;
newQNode.costSummary = empty list;
newQNode.recommended =
operator selection of DBM’s native optimizer;
QNode.childNodes[nextId] = newQNode;
/* get matching QEP-S node
QNode = QNode.childNodes[nextId];
if prefix contains IDs of at least two tables then
use QNode.recommended to join next table;
execute query with recommended join operators;

*/

Figure 7: Dealing with sub-queries.
the cost of subsequently joining single tables to the intermediate
result of the preceding joins, the bushy plan requires the cost of
joining two intermediate results. Further, the linear prefix stores
the cost for joining 𝑈 with 𝑅 ⊲⊳ 𝑆 ⊲⊳ 𝑇 but the bushy plan requires
a sub-query where 𝑈 joins with 𝑇 before joining with 𝑅 ⊲⊳ 𝑆.
Node identifier. The integration of bushy trees into the QEP-S
trie requires the identification of join intermediate results. In case of
a linear join order, we implicitly used the base table IDs as identifier
for QEP-S nodes along the prefix. To distinguish single table nodes
from sub-query nodes, we use "#" as unique tag and combine the
IDs of all tables considered in the sub-query, e.g., #T#U for subquery (𝑇 ⊲⊳ 𝑈 ). Accordingly, a QEP-S node can either represent a
single table or a join intermediate result. Analogously to single table
nodes, sub-query nodes summarize the cost feedback for joining
the embodied intermediate result with the result of the preceding
joins. To account for single table joins within a sub-query (𝑇 ⊲⊳ 𝑈 ),
we add a dedicated QEP-S branch #T-#U which tracks the cost of
joining 𝑇 with 𝑈 before joining 𝑇 ⊲⊳ 𝑈 with 𝑅 ⊲⊳ 𝑆.
Figure 7 illustrates the previous example for storing bushy join
plans. The sub-query join 𝑇 ⊲⊳ 𝑈 is highlighted yellow. We store
the sub-query’s join path #T–#U to indicate that this QEP-S branch
participates in a sub-query. The result of the sub-query is represented by the sub-query node #T#U on the QEP-S prefix R–S–#T#U
while the prefix R-S-T-U depicts a linear join plan.
By integrating sub-queries, we get a rudimentary QEP-S version
that supports arbitrary join orders. We call this version plain QEP-S.

*/

/* revise and retain
*/
collect actual cardinalities of intermediate results;
foreach QEP-S node corresponding to logicalPlan do
get cost of operator alternatives from cost model;
add operator cost to the nodes’s cost summary;
set node.recommended to operator with minimal cost;

with the recommended join operators (Line 16), we reiterate and
update all previously considered QEP-S nodes according to the cost
feedback based on the actual join cardinalities (Line 17-21).

4

QEP-S DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The Query Execution Plan Synopsis (QEP-S) as case base is the most
important ingredient of TONIC. To give a general overview of
TONIC, we previously introduced only a rudimentary version of the
QEP-S. This section is dedicated to elaborate on specific challenges
and their solutions. These challenges are as follows: (C1) While a
QEP-S prefix corresponds to a linear join order so far, how can we
incorporate bushy join plans into the QEP-S trie? (C2) While QEP-S
nodes continuously accumulate the cost of operator alternatives
for each query execution, how can we ensure the freshness of the
cost feedback? (C3) While two query plans may have the same join
order, how can we account for different optimal operator selections
due to different base table filters?

4.1

4.2

C2 - Adapting to Changes

So far, TONIC recommends physical join operators according to
the QEP-S prefix tree, where each node contains an unbiased cost
summary from previous query feedback. That is, TONIC decides
for the operator associated with the smallest sum of costs:

C1 - Integrating Bushy Query Plans

This section discusses the QEP-S representation of bushy join plans.
In the following, we use the term sub-query as a synonym for independent branches of a bushy join tree. Having a QEP-S containing
the prefix R-S-T-U for joining tables 𝑅, 𝑆,𝑇 , 𝑈 , how can we distinguish the bushy plan (𝑅 ⊲⊳ 𝑆) ⊲⊳ (𝑇 ⊲⊳ 𝑈 ) from the linear join
path ((𝑅 ⊲⊳ 𝑆) ⊲⊳ 𝑇 ) ⊲⊳ 𝑈 ? While the QEP-S prefix R-S-T-U tracks
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where 𝑐𝑖 is an operator’s cost for the 𝑖-th query (cf. Figure 6). As
more queries are processed, we can be sure that the operator with
minimal accumulated cost is –holistically seen– the single best
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choice for the encountered workload. However, the stored costs of
previously executed queries might become stale over time due to
changing workload or data characteristics. Therefore, it is appealing
to give more weight to recent queries. To strike the right balance
between an exact cost accumulation and a fast workload adaptation,
we use the following gamma-weighted sum:

empty QEP-S
pre-populated
938

834

823
752

213

646

157
114

103

𝛾 ∈ (0, 1]

𝑖=0
plain QEP-S design
nodes: 437

As we only add the current cost 𝑐𝑛 to the previous sum C𝑛−1 ,
we can use the gamma-weighting recursively:
C𝑛 = 𝑐𝑛 + 𝛾 ∗ C𝑛−1,

plain QEP-S design
nodes: 66

filter-aware QEP-S
nodes: 5375

(b) Stack

Figure 8: Tonic performance overview (Vanilla v12.4).

Thereby, the choice of 𝛾 mediates the bias towards the most recent queries. The smaller the gamma-weight, the more we focus on
the most recent history and vice versa. Using 𝛾 = 1 will degenerate
the weighted sum to Equation (1). Further, using 𝛾 < 1 circumvents
an ever-increasing cumulative sum of costs for frequent queries.
That is, considering a specific join with operator-cost 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡, which
is executed an arbitrary number of times, the weighted sum will
never exceed the following fixpoint:
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
= fixpoint
1 −𝛾

Thus, the gamma-weighted sum bounds the cost representation
within a QEP-S node, mediates the bias to recent queries, and can
be seamlessly integrated due to its recursive equivalent.

4.3

(a) JOB

with C0 = 𝑐 0 .

𝛾 ∗ fixpoint +𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 = fixpoint ⇐⇒

filter-aware QEP-S
nodes: 751

C3 - Filter Sensitive Branching

So far, we have described the plain QEP-S as synopsis which captures abstract join orders of query execution plans. Recall that
TONIC only adds new branches to the plain QEP-S when no existing
prefix matches the given join order. Otherwise, existing branches
are updated with the join operator costs of the current query. While
two queries can result in the same logical join order, their physical
join costs and optimal operator decisions can differ due to different
base table filters. For instance, given filter expressions with small
selectivities, a chain of index nested loop joins might be more cost
efficient than scanning and building hash maps from base tables.
These situations are not covered by the plain QEP-S design.
Filter-aware QEP-S. To reduce conflicting operator decisions
for identical join orders, we propose the filter-aware QEP-S, a QEP-S
that is highly sensitive to filter expressions. Instead of defining a
prefix as plain concatenation of table IDs, we additionally add the
respective filter expressions to the prefix, thus achieving a filtersensitive distinction of QEP-S nodes. Accordingly, the filter-aware
QEP-S might introduce new branches for already considered join
orders to account for different filter expressions. Let (𝑅 ⊲⊳ 𝑆) and
(𝜎𝑅.𝑥=𝑦 (𝑅) ⊲⊳ 𝑆) be two logical query plans for joining 𝑅, 𝑆 that only
differ in the base table select statement 𝜎𝑅.𝑥=𝑦 (𝑅). While a plain
QEP-S branch R—S would match both plans, the filter-aware version
of TONIC adds a dedicated QEP-S branch R[x=y]—S to account for
the filter expression. Essentially, we only extend the identifier of
a QEP-S node and use a more detailed prefix to distinguish join
orders subject to different base table filter expressions. Other than
that, all previously considered concepts stay the same.
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5

EVALUATION

To evaluate TONIC, we use two different real-world SPJ benchmarks;
namely the Join-Order-Benchmark (JOB) [25] and Stack [29]. While
JOB is based on 10GiB of data extracted from the Internet Movie
Database, Stack contains over 18 million questions and answers
from StackExchange websites with a total size of 100GiB. From
a query perspective, JOB consists of 113 SPJ queries that can be
separated into 33 SPJ-patterns. In contrast, Stack provides fewer join
patterns than JOB but vastly more queries with more diverse filter
predicates per SPJ-pattern. For the Stack benchmark, we restrict
ourselves to 1,000 randomly selected queries from 10 patterns.
All experiments are carried out under the same hardware environment as reported in Section 2. We implemented our core datastructure QEP-S in C++ and use Python scripts as communication
link between Postgres and TONIC. We decided for this looselycoupled integration in order to perform a flexible evaluation with
different Postgres versions – namely v12.4 and v9.6. Moreover, to
enable non-trivial decisions between hash and index loop joins,
we run the benchmarks with all foreign key indices available and
analyze particular index requirements in Section 5.5. Further and in
line with related work, we execute all benchmark queries in a random order. The following results are consistent with a downstream
re-evaluation based on different execution orders.
General performance. As shown in Figure 8, TONIC significantly reduces response times for both benchmarks. The response
times were determined using Postgres Vanilla v12.4 with an explicit
warm-up run. In this warm-up run, the respective benchmark was
executed to fill the database caches. Moreover, both branching policies (plain and filter-aware) for our QEP-S have been evaluated and
the TONIC learning approach uses a perfect cost model based on
actual response times. The term empty QEP-S indicates that TONIC
starts with an empty trie for the benchmark evaluation and updates
the QEP-S after each query execution. As a result, already learned
operator selections for abstract join paths become available for the
remaining benchmark queries. The term pre-populated indicates
that TONIC has already seen every query, e.g. during the preceding
empty QEP-S run. That is, the pre-populated QEP-S stores operator
selections for all relevant join paths. As each join has a guaranteed
prefix match, the operator selection is fully dictated by TONIC’s
knowledge base. While running the benchmark from an empty
QEP-S evaluates adaptation capabilities, we can judge the information loss (distance to optimal planning decision) when running the
benchmark with a pre-populated QEP-S.
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Figure 9: Response times with and without TONIC. To raise awareness of the different time scales we add a point of reference.
From the JOB experiment shown in Figure 8a, we see that TONIC
with the plain QEP-S already heavily reduces query response times
during the first benchmark iteration (empty QEP-S run). Re-running
the benchmark and therefore applying the pre-populated QEP-S reveals that the filter-aware QEP-S is able to match the best-performing
operator selection (fastest benchmark response time).
Additionally, Figure 8b reveals interesting characteristics of the
Stack benchmark. Again, TONIC considerably reduces benchmark
response times. However, the vast difference between nodes counts
for the plain and filter-aware design indicates less complex join
patterns and a stronger focus on filter expressions. As a result, the
filter-aware QEP-S clearly outperforms the plain design in terms of
query response times but requires substantially more nodes.

5.1 Performance Factors
The results so far only promote a rough impression of TONIC’s
promising behavior. In this section, we provide a representative
in-depth analysis of external performance factors such as different
join orders and cost models. Therefore, we examine TONIC with
multiple optimizers (cf. Sec. 2), where (i) Vanilla is the standard
Postgres v12.4 optimizer, (ii) Sketch is the standard Postgres v9.6
optimizer with access to costly but precise cardinality estimates [4],
and (iii) Simplicity is a pessimistic join ordering concept restricted to
hash joins [14]. Moreover, we evaluate the following scenarios:
cold start. We run the benchmark without a dedicated warm-up
phase of the database. This scenario corresponds to loading
data and directly executing an analytical query workload.
hot start. We run the benchmark after a dedicated warm-up phase.
This scenario corresponds to periodically issuing a query
workload, e.g., to update a dashboard application.
cold start + TONIC. We start the benchmark according to the
cold setting with an empty QEP-S.
hot start + TONIC. We run the benchmark according to the hot
start setting with a pre-populated QEP-S.
Since TONIC bootstraps the cost model of the Postgres optimizer,
we further evaluate TONIC’s performance with two cost functions:
costmodel 1. We use the untuned cost model of a default Postgres
instance. Based on the actual join cardinalities, we search
for the operator selection that minimizes the cost approximation of the default optimizer. Using the optimizer’s cost
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model requires no additional query execution. As a cost function usually is a relatively simple algebraic expression, the
imposed overhead is ≪ 1%, and thus, can be neglected.
costmodel 2. To avoid approximation errors, the second model
simulates a perfect cost model based on real response times.
That is, the operator selection that minimizes the cost of costmodel 2 directly minimizes the response time of the benchmark. As this model requires additional plan executions, its
imposed overhead is tied to the respective query.
Since TONIC might integrate several cost models for asynchronous
QEP-S updates, we do not report dedicated cost model overheads.
For instance, we can use costmodel 1 for ad-hoc QEP-S updates and
costmodel 2 to fine-tune the QEP-S during low traffic times.
Figure 9 shows representative evaluation results for JOB and
TONIC using the plain QEP-S. The following statements apply in
a similar way to Stack and TONIC using the filter-aware QEP-S.
In accordance with Figure 8, Figure 9 demonstrates that building
TONIC’s case-base in the cold start, empty QEP-S setting positively
affects query response times in all considered scenarios – no matter
the underlying query optimizer and cost model. Applying a QEP-S
pre-populated with feedback from costmodel 2 substantially outperforms the native operator selections with query response times
close to the optimal selection. In line with Section 2, Vanilla and
Simplicity receive substantial improvements while Sketch performs
already well due to high-quality cardinality estimates. In contrast
to Simplicity, we observe a vast difference between the hot start
and cold start setting when using the unmodified Vanilla plans.
This gap indicates a strong caching behavior for the native plans.
Unfortunately, Postgres’ native cost function (costmodel 1), does
not account for these caching effects. Surprisingly, TONIC’s refined
plans result in smaller cost estimates according to costmodel 1 but
execute slower than the Vanilla native plans in the hot start setting.
However, using costmodel 2 fixes this issue as it accounts for the
caching behavior. As individual outliers and the caching behavior
of Postgres Vanilla combined with costmodel 1 make it hard to separate TONIC’s performance from caching effects, we use costmodel 2
and a hot database state in the following experiments.

5.2 Rate of Improvement
As has been shown, TONIC with a fully pre-populated QEP-S delivers the fastest response times for the considered optimizers and
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Figure 10: Rate of improvement: Comparison between TONIC and a recent ML approach.
benchmarks. This pre-population can also be interpreted as a training phase. In this section, we analyze this aspect in more detail and
show that TONIC achieves satisfying results with significantly less
training samples than Bao [29]. In the following, we refer to the
achieved response time improvement based on a certain amount of
training data as rate of improvement.
Vanilla: In the context of this work, Bao [29] is a very relevant
and recent competitor. Like TONIC, Bao builds on top of an existing query optimization infrastructure – e.g., Postgres Vanilla – and
issues planning decisions on a per-query base. Bao employs state-ofthe-art tree convolutional neural networks to recognize meaningful
query patterns and to learn when to activate (or deactivate) optimization features. Therefore, the Bao model selects certain query
hints, e.g. "set enable_nestloop to false" to guide planning
decisions of the underlying optimizer for every query. However,
according to [29], these hints are incapable of making fine-grained
planning decision, e.g. avoiding a loop join between table 𝐴 and 𝐵,
while still allowing a loop join between table 𝐶 and 𝐷.
The Bao Postgres extension is available at [28] and builds on top
of Postgres’ default optimizer. In order to ensure a fair comparison, we run TONIC and Bao with Postgres Vanilla v12.4. Moreover,
we evaluate TONIC’s rate of improvement in comparison to Bao.
That means, we train TONIC and Bao based on a certain fraction
of retrieved queries and freeze the respective models (QEP-S and
Neural Network) afterwards. We use the frozen snapshot and run
the full benchmark queries to assess the rate of improvement for
both approaches. To enable Bao’s full potential, we exhaustively
use Bao’s exploration mode [11] where Bao executes and collects
actual response times for every query and hint combination. Thus,
Bao is trained with the maximum amount of feedback possible.
Figure 10 reports benchmark response times of Bao and TONIC
depending on the number of learned queries. The red line marks the
optimal benchmark response time as theoretical optimum within
Bao’s search space. Figure 10a reveals that Bao significantly reduces
query response times after receiving 80% of JOB-queries. Given
only few training examples, Bao’s performance seems unreliable
and strongly fluctuates between training fractions. Interestingly,
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TONIC already performs well with few training queries and is able
to surpass the optimal hint selection of Bao due to more fine-grained
planning decisions. Further, Figure 10b shows that Bao reliably outperforms the native Postgres plans on the Stack-Benchmark with a
performance close to TONIC with the plain QEP-S design. However,
using TONIC with the filter-aware branching policy substantially
decreases query response times even for small training fractions,
resulting in a much better rate of improvement. In contrast to Bao,
TONIC falls back to the underlying optimizer for completely unknown query patterns and therefore shows stable improvements
with an increasing number of retrieved queries.
Simplicity: To demonstrate a broad applicability, we reiterate
the previous experiment with the Simplicity join orders and additionally detail the reuse of already retrieved query patterns (prefixes) to understand why TONIC is able to achieve a good performance given only few training examples. Figure 11a shows the
benchmark response time difference to the best operator selection
depending on the fraction of already retrieved queries. As a baseline we use the optimal operator selection for already retrieved
queries and the native operator selection for the remaining benchmark queries. Comparing node counts for the filter-aware and plain
QEP-S, we see that the filter-aware branching again manifests in a
significantly higher number of QEP-S nodes. Using the plain QEP-S,
TONIC is able to transfer meaningful operator decisions to unknown queries. After retrieving 30% of the queries, the plain QEP-S
already reduces the cumulative benchmark time by 82s (>50% of
maximum reduction). In contrast, the filter-aware QEP-S performs
close to the native operator selection of Simplicity.
To analyze the reuse of learned query patterns, we attach a
counter to QEP-S nodes that is increased whenever a node is accessed. In line with the previous experiment, we freeze the QEP-S
after receiving a certain fraction of queries and re-run the full
benchmark with the frozen snapshot while only incrementing node
counters whenever a query pattern matches the respective prefix.
Figure 11b comprises the frequency with which prefixes of a particular length are accessed across all benchmark queries depending
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Figure 11: TONIC + Simplicity: rate of improvement and prefix reutilization.
on the number of retrieved training queries and the QEP-S branching policy. Access counts are indicated by a blue color gradient
where brighter tones mean more accesses. To highlight differences
between the filter-aware and plain QEP-S design, the presentation
is limited to prefixes with up to eight nodes (maximum length is 18).
The table at the bottom reports the absolute number of retrieved
(learned) queries used to populate the QEP-S. Further, out of the
113 JOB queries, we see the number of queries that execute faster
than the native plans based on the number of learned queries.
With regard to Figure 11a, we observe that the smaller node
counts of the plain QEP-S coincide with a stronger prefix reutilization. That is, after retrieving 10% of the workload, TONIC with the
plain QEP-S already improves response times for more than 50%
of the JOB queries. After retrieving 40% of the workload, 90% of
the queries have a guaranteed prefix match for the first two joins
(prefix length three). Note that not all queries with a prefix match
receive a response time improvement as the underlying optimizer
might already select the optimal operators in some cases.

5.3 Data Shift
Due to TONIC’s learning capabilities, a quick adaptation to query
changes within workloads is possible. In this section, we analyze
TONIC’s adaptation capabilities under a heavy data shift. Therefore,
we create another JOB instance where we randomly remove half the
tuples from tables with at least 100k tuples. Due to the multiplicity
of join cardinalities the combined tuple count of all query result
sets decreases from 28.8Mio to 196K. To simulate a data shift, we
first run TONIC with the reduced dataset and use the resulting
pre-populated QEP-S to run the default benchmark afterward. That
is, instead of starting with an empty QEP-S, we consecutively reuse
and update the pre-populated QEP-S.
Figure 12a comprises the benchmark response time difference
to the best operator selection and node counts depending on the
fraction of retrieved queries for the pre-populated QEP-S. As a comparison, we mark the initial performance for starting with an empty
(not pre-populated) QEP-S by dashed lines. Interestingly, this comparison reveals that both QEP-S designs heavily benefit from query
feedback collected during a single run over the reduced dataset. We
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already observe a response time reduction of 80s for applying the
pre-populated QEP-S without any feedback from the default dataset
(query fraction 0%). Thus, the QEP-S structure enables TONIC to
maintain meaningful operator decisions under a heavy data shift.
Since the reduced dataset leads to different join orders than the default JOB dataset, we see a slight increase of QEP-S nodes compared
to the initial empty QEP-S run.
Gamma. To understand to which extent the gamma-weighted
cost feedback (cf. Sec. 4.2) affects adaptation speed, we evaluate
different values of 𝛾 next. By running queries several times, we
continuously add cost feedback to the QEP-S nodes and increase
the cost difference between operator alternatives. Thus, previously
accumulated costs may prevent fast adaptation under data shifts as
we need to override the outdated decisions with a similar amount of
feedback. To simulate stagnating operator decisions, we use TONIC
with the plain QEP-S design and run the benchmark queries 100
times on the reduced dataset while continuously updating the QEP-S.
Afterward, we run the queries 100 times over the default dataset
while updating the pre-populated QEP-S with fresh feedback.
As shown in Figure 12b, we consider 𝛾 ∈ [0.6, 1] and report
the time difference to the optimal operator selection depending
on the number of completed update cycles (workload iterations).
Note that the x-axis is log-scaled as we are most interested in
the first iterations. Iteration 1 corresponds to the first data point
of Figure 12a, that is, applying the pre-populated QEP-S’ operator
decision without feedback from the default dataset. While setting
𝛾 = 1 corresponds to an unweighted cost accumulation, it entails the
slowest adaptation speed. Due to the heavy bias on the deprecated
operator decisions, TONIC needs to revise and retain the QEP-S
more than 60 times for each query to reach near peak performance.
Setting 𝛾 = 0.99 considerably accelerates the adaptation speed.
Using 0.8 ≤ 𝛾 ≤ 0.95 achieves the fastest adaption while preserving
the decision quality of the unweighted feedback history (𝛾 = 1).
Using 0.6 ≤ 𝛾 ≤ 0.7 still achieves a similar performance as the
larger 𝛾 values when directly applying the deprecated operator
decisions (iteration 1). However, since these smaller values of 𝛾
add a massive bias towards the very recent feedback, they provide
quick adaptation but degrade the holistic operator selection quality.
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Figure 12: Data shift: Adaptivity after single workload iteration (left) and 100 iterations (right) depending on gamma.
In particular, using 𝛾 = 0.7 indicates a breakpoint where TONIC
erratically switches to the optimal operators selection of the most
recent query. Therefore, frequently used prefixes optimize single
queries instead of capturing operator combinations that minimize
the workload-wide cost of all matching join paths.

and integrate new query feedback. Due to the STL map’s constant
lookup time complexity (O (1)), maintenance and reuse times are
mostly unaffected by the branching degree of the QEP-S.

5.5

5.4 TONIC - Runtime Traits
To test the runtime overhead of TONIC, we anlayze our prototypical
C++ implementation of the QEP-S. Recall that the plain QEP-S constitutes a standard prefix tree where nodes are composed of a table
identifier, the accumulated cost feedback, and references to child
nodes. Child nodes are stored in a standard STL map where keys
correspond to the identifiers of the next join partners considered
along the logical join path (prefix). For the filter-aware QEP-S, we
extend the string type identifier with base table filter expressions
to achieve a filter sensitive distinction of the abstract join patterns.
Table 2 comprises the memory consumption of each fully populated QEP-S design after benchmark completion. We observe that
the plain QEP-S consumes very little memory due to its simple structure and small number of nodes. Although the filter-aware QEP-S
uses the same data structure as the plain QEP-S, it requires more
memory due to the higher node count and the extended identifier.
Moreover, the table comprises the cumulative time spent in any interaction with the QEP-S structure split into maintenance and reuse.
Maintenance is the time required to generate the pre-populated
QEP-S during the first workload iteration. This includes all QEP-S
life-cycle stages (cf. Sec. 3.2). In contrast, reuse only reports lookup
times for existing prefixes and thus excludes the time to integrate
new feedback. This is equivalent to a second workload iteration
with a pre-populated, frozen QEP-S. On average, both QEP-S designs
spent less than 20µs per query to recommend operator selections
Table 2: QEP-S runtime traits.
Í

JOB

plain QEP-S
filter-aware

memory

maintenance

reuse (lookup)

33.8 KB
102.3 KB

0.42 ms
1.03 ms

0.01 ms
0.15 ms
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Discussion

Comparing the plain and filter-aware design, we observe a trade-off
between fast generalization and fine-grained case-by-case decisions.
Therefore, we may conclude that the plain design is more practical
for applications that are expected to run an analytical workload
once, while the filter-aware design better fits dashboard-like applications that periodically issue a set of analytical queries.
Node Eviction. Despite the low memory consumption, we note
an occasionally strong increase of QEP-S nodes —especially for the
filter-aware design— in some scenarios (cf. Fig. 10). To limit the size
of the QEP-S, we consider adding timestamps or access counters to
evict nodes according to a standard policy like LFU or LRU.
Index availability. We show that TONIC’s learned operator selections for hash joins and index loop joins considerably reduce
query response times. However, as index loop joins require the
respective indices, TONIC’s performance also depends on index
availability. Since Postgres uses clustered primary-key indices as
default, we only consider changing foreign-key indices. Starting
with all indices available, we systematically analyze response time
regressions after dropping foreign-key indices. Interestingly, since
TONIC accumulates the cost of operator alternatives, we can approximate an index significance rating from the QEP-S cost history.
Therefore, standard cost functions can be used to simulate indexbased joins without having access to the actual index [38]. Using
Algorithm 2, we can asses the relevance of (potential) indices by
traversing all QEP-S nodes and summarizing the (potential) performance gain of index loop joins for each join participant.
To test the relevance of a particular index, we run JOB with and
without having access to the respective index using TONIC with
the plain QEP-S design. Figure 13 reports benchmark response time
regressions depending on the index availability sorted by the actual
response time difference. Moreover, the figure indicates TONIC’s
approximated time difference for different values of 𝛾. Remarkably,
for high values of 𝛾 (≥ 0.9), the ranking lines up with the actual

Algorithm 2: QEP-S foreign-key analysis
1

2
3
4
5
6

idxGain = dictionary that maps join participants to relative
cost savings due to (potential) fk-indices;
for node in QEP-S do
if not node.identifier in idxGain.keys then
idxGain[node.identifier] = 0;
if node.hashJoinCost > node.indexLoopJoinCost then
idxGain[node.identifier] +=
node.hashJoinCost - node.indexLoopJoinCost;
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Figure 13: Indices sorted by response time savings.
response time differences. Further, Algorithm 2 commonly identifies
indices (e.g. pi.person_id) that do not contribute to any response
time savings, and thus, can be dropped to free resources.
Two-stage optimizer design. By extending different query optimizers, we demonstrate a broad applicability of TONIC. Interestingly, the combination Postgres Simplicity and TONIC offers a new
and comprehensive way for SPJ query optimization. As described
in [14], Simplicity uses a lightweight upper bound and prioritizes
1:n over n:m joins instead of relying on error-prone cardinality
estimates. In the same vein, TONIC incorporates direct query feedback without using a dedicated cardinality estimator. Since Simplicity lacks a fine-grained operator selection strategy, TONIC perfectly complements the –initially– hash join restricted plans. By
combining Simplicity and TONIC, we envision a novel cardinality
estimation-free two-stage optimizer design that separates logical join
enumeration from fine-grained operator selection. While stage one
relies on the pessimistic join enumeration of Simplicity, stage two
turbo-charges the pessimistic join orders by appropriate operator
selections according to TONIC. In our future research, we seek to
further investigate this approach.

6

RELATED WORK

According to Chaudhuri [6], traditional optimization of arbitrary
SPJ queries requires precise estimates of intermediate result sizes
(cardinalities). Unfortunately, as shown in [35], ad-hoc estimation
techniques are unlikely to achieve such precise estimates. In the
same vein, Leis et al. [25] provide empirical evidence that cost-based
optimizers are prone to disastrous planning decisions if precise
cardinality estimates cannot be provided. To tackle this issue, recent
work investigates more computationally intensive sketches [4, 18,
22] or machine learning (ML) approaches [16, 21, 34, 40, 41] to
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achieve precise cardinality estimates. Beyond cardinality estimation,
some ML approaches [23, 29–31] apply reinforcement learning
(RL) for holistic query plan optimization. In particular, Bao [29]
learns and injects SQL hints to guide general planning decisions of
the underlying optimizer. In Section 5.2, we provide an in-depth
comparison with Bao as the most recent RL competitor.
Another related research branch studies adaptive query optimization [2] to re-optimize execution plans based on a profiler routine
that tries to identify more suitable plan alternatives. Approaches
like Eddies [1] and Cuttlefish [20] change join orders (or physical
operators, respectively) on a tuple granularity at query runtime.
DB2’s optimizer LEO [39] took a different route and pioneered
the integration of a query feedback loop to account for estimation errors. While LEO builds a fine-grained secondary statistic of relative
adjustments to repair cardinality misestimates, our approach is completely decoupled from cardinality estimation. The key differences
are as follows: (i) LEO inherently relies on cardinality estimates on
a per-query basis, while TONIC uses a workload-dependent cost
history/summary of abstract join paths, and (ii) LEO’s healing statistic is unable to capture arbitrary predicate correlations – especially
join-crossing correlations. Contrary, TONIC uses a novel synopsis
to store cost feedback based on the exact sizes of join intermediate
results that can be subject to arbitrary predicate correlations.
Moreover, the comprehensive survey by Cormode et al. [8] highlights designs and applications of several data-specific synopses.
According to Cormode et al., synopses are compact representations
of massive data sets to capture core characteristics such as distinct
counts, frequency moments, and variance. Data synopses are the
foundation of Approximate Query Processing [5] and cardinality estimation for ad-hoc query optimization [24]. The literature covers
a wide spectrum of data synopses, ranging over histograms [3, 17],
wavelets [13, 32], sketches [4, 19], and sampling [15, 33]. In contrast
to data synopses, our QEP-Synopsis is an abstract of query execution
plans as novel means for physical operator selection.

7

CONCLUSION

Despite many years of research, there has not yet evolved a clear
picture to which extent physical join operator selection accounts
for the plan quality of complex SPJ queries. Therefore, we systematically substituted join operators of various query execution plans.
From our evaluation it is evident that good physical join operator selection is crucial to achieve high-quality plans. To unlock
the potential of optimal operator selections, we present TONIC, a
lightweight, learning-based execuTiOn plaN refInement Component.
To continuously capture and reuse optimal operator selections,
TONIC uses a novel Query Execution Plan Synopsis (QEP-S). We
demonstrate that extending state-of-the-art optimizers with TONIC
substantially improves query response times with little overhead.
Further, TONIC paves the way for new interesting research. In particular, combining TONIC with Simplicity enables the concept of a
novel two-stage cardinality estimation-free optimizer.
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